


Directors

Mikayla is a sophomore Industrial Design student, RA in East Hall, 
and milkshake connoisseur. Previously in SoDA, she has acted 
in Jekyll and Hyde, and is currently a member on the Thespian 
council as Master of the Masques. This is her first time directing, 
and will have the knowledge of how to set up a rehearsal over Zoom 
permanently etched into her brain. Besides acting, she also enjoys 
drawing, streaming, Minecraft, and Dungeons & Dragons. 

“You’re rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic, my friend.” 
- Justin McElroy

Sophie is an assistant director, Master of the House, and tired. 
Normally, she’s behind the audience, bringing the sound, but 
this year, she’s taking the advice from her father and making 
the actors cry. She’s been involved in theater for years, playing 
the funny character or messing around in the sound booth. 
Some fun facts about her: she knows every word to Brave and 
Mamma Mia, and will willingly inject kombucha into her 
veins. Thank you for coming to my TED Talk.

“Oops.” 
- me after every decision I have ever made.

Mikayla Burtch : Director

Sophie VanAntwerp :  Assistant Director, Girl, Witch 2

Hello all! Thank you for joining us for this first of its kind 
SODA performance. My name is Moxie (aka Emily) and 
I have been honored to be an assistant director for this 
delightful show. It’s been a wild time navigating this new 
digital stage, but as the saying goes, “the show must go on”. I 
hope you enjoy our digitized performance from the comfort 
of wherever you are. 

“The time takes the time the time takes.”

Emily Cole :  Assistant Director, Gretel, Crab Person 2

Hey, I’m Mykah Schafer, a sophomore in biomedical 
Engineering. I’m the current Master of Shadows for SoDA. I 
got into theatre in 8th grade as the sound kid, and have been 
a techie since. I typically spend my time talking about or 
playing DnD, and sleeping.

Mykah Schafer:  Technical Director



Cast and Characters

Narrator 1  .........................................................................................Anthony Sakowski
Narrator 2  ................................................................................................... David  Neph
Actor  ...........................................................................................................Ryan Moreno
Girl  .................................................................................................. Sophie VanAntwerp
Dirt Merchant .......................................................................................... Cooper Julson
Rumpelstiltskin  ............................................................................................John Perkin 
Enchantress .......................................................................................Anthony Sakowski
The Devil....................................................................................................... David Neph
Prince ............................................................................................................ David Neph
Rapunzel .......................................................................................................Rachel Nagy
Prince 2 ..................................................................................................... Cooper Julson
Audience Member .................................................................................. Docker Peichel
Hansel ........................................................................................................... David Neph
Gretel ............................................................................................................... Emily Cole
Witch .............................................................................................................Rachel Nagy
Girl without Hands ................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Mother ..........................................................................................................Rachel Nagy
Father .............................................................................................................John Perkin
Chet Dobray ...............................................................................................Ryan Moreno
Fishergirl ..................................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Talking Fish ...................................................................................................John Perkin
Crab Person 1 ................................................................................................. Emily Cole
Crab Person 2 .......................................................................................... Docker Peichel
Princess ....................................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Frog Prince ............................................................................................... Cooper Julson
King ................................................................................................................John Perkin
Dwarf 1 ..................................................................................................... Cooper Julson
Dwarf 2 ......................................................................................................... David Neph
Snow White ..................................................................................................Rachel Nagy
Witch 2 ............................................................................................ Sophie VanAntwerp
Prince 3 ..............................................................................................Anthony Sakowski
Johannes......................................................................................................Ryan Moreno
Raven ............................................................................................................. David Neph
King 2 ........................................................................................................ Cooper Julson
Queen .......................................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Plinkie Plie ...............................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Little Red ......................................................................................................Rachel Nagy
The Wolf .........................................................................................................John Perkin
Grandma ..................................................................................................Sydney Schmid
Woodcutter ........................................................................................Anthony Sakowski
Cinderella ................................................................................................Sydney Schmid



Cast

Hello! I’m Anthony, a second-year student here at LTU, and 
currently working toward a degree in Computer Engineering. 
While I have a bit of experience acting on stage, doing so 
over the computer this semester has been interesting to 
say the least. Regardless, I know that the Brothers Grimm 
Spectaculathon will still be a great show for everyone 
watching!

Also known as Lord of the Geese. An architectural 
engineering major that has been at this school for too many 
years. Thankfully, he’ll graduate soon. He does have plans 
of sticking around SODA after he graduates, though, so you 
might see more of him. Has a history of being in plays since 
childhood. Recently became a goose enthusiast.

Ryan has that smooth, deep voice we all wish we had. He’s 
done many productions at SoDA, but sadly the writer of this 
bio has never seen those shows, so I guess they’re not worth 
listing.

“Ryan, please send me your bio tonight” 
- Rachel Nagy, 3/29/2021
“Just realized I forgot to send in a bio again. Whoops. Hope 
it’s good!” - Ryan Moreno, 3/30/2021

Anthony Sakowski: Narrator 1, Enchantress, Prince 3, Woodcutter

David Neph :  Narrator 2, The Devil, Prince, Hansel, Dwarf 2, Raven

Ryan Moreno :  Actor, Chet Dobray, Johannes

Cooper Julson:  Dirt Merchant, Prince 2, Frog Prince, Dwarf 1, King 2
Hi! My name is Cooper Julson and I’m a Computer Science 
major here at Lawrence Tech. While this is my first year in 
SODA, I have been in roughly 6 productions at my high 
school and one year of stage crew under my belt. I hope that 
you enjoy this wacky show and all of these wacky people that 
I had the pleasure of being friends with!



Cast (cont.)

Howdy, I’m John Perkin. I’m a game design major / graphic 
design minor with an interest in storytelling and acting. I was 
in two plays in high school, the latter being (unfortunately) 
cancelled by covid.

“Hello. You know who I am. I am the smartest person.”

Hey! I’m Rachel, a sophomore Architectural Engineering major. 
I have been acting since middle school, and I’m happy to finally 
be back on the (virtual) stage to bring this show to you! I’m also 
Master of the Realm, SoDA’s PR chair. When I am procrastinating 
on making this lovely playbill you are currently reading, I love video 
games, tabletop games, drawing, painting, sculpting, crocheting, 
streaming, sewing, and discovering even more hobbies that I will 
inevitably drop because I don’t have time for them. 

“Don’t Trust Your Reflection” - Zote the Mighty, Precept XXVI

Docker is a senior studying Robotics Engineering. It’s his final 
semester at LTU which means it is also his final semester as an 
active member of SoDA. As bitter-sweet as it is, he will probably be 
back to help out with construction and watch future productions. 
While not overwhelming himself with school, work, and research 
opportunities, he enjoys role-playing games, board games, video 
games, and just being a nerd.

“Am I acting on stage, or can I finally drop the act here? I’ve always 
known I felt like a crab person!”

John Perkin:  Rumpelstiltskin, Father, Talking Fish, King, The Wolf

Rachel Nagy :  Rapunzel, Witch, Mother, Snow White, Little Red

Docker Peichel:  Audience Member, Crab Person 2

Sydney Schmid :  Girl w/o Hands, Fishergirl, Princess, Queen, Plinkie Plie, Cinderella
Guttentag, my name is Syndey Schmid, and I’m majoring in Robotics 
Engineering. I have been performing on stage since I was 3 years old, 
mainly dancing. I have performed in Cincinnati Ballet’s Nutcracker, 
Cinderella,Thoroughly Modern Millie, Romeo and Juliet, Addams Family, 
Two Gentlemen of Verona, and The Little Mermaid, Much Ado About 
Nothing, Rumors, Murder Me Always, and Lend Me a Tenor. Some fun facts 
about me: besides performing and robotics, I love to write stories, read books, 
watch Youtube, sing Karaoke, hang out with my friends, and go on nature 
hikes. The most shocking fact is that I am visually impaired (legally blind), 
with the impairment, Stargardts.

“Impairments or flaws do not define us, but empowers us”



Crew Roles

Mykah Schafer .......................................................... Technical Director

Sophie Van Antwerp .............................................................. Tech Crew

Docker Peichel ........................................................................ Tech Crew

Erika Auner ............................................................... Event Coordinator

Hello all! Erika is a third year biomedical engineering major. 
She is currently planning on taking the MCAT this summer 
and hopes to be enrolled in a medical school Fall 2022. She 
enjoys skiing, singing, and making sourdough bread. Erika is 
the Master of the Dance which means that she is the advocate 
for the cast as well as plans social events (COVID permitting) 
throughout the year. She hopes that you enjoy the show from 
your own room that is hopefully not an isolated tower with 
no doors or stairs.

Erika Auner:  Event Coordinator



(In no particular order)

Scott Lehman, and the rest of LTU eLearning Services, 
for facilitating our webinar presentations and the tech 

support to keep all of the logistics for those events in line

Paul Jaussen, SODA’s Faculty Adviser, for keeping us on 
the straight and narrow

Brande’ Oliver, LTU’s Coordinator of Advancement 
Services, for facilitating the creation of our new donations 

page

Dean Bauer and the College of Arts and Science, for their 
constant support over the years, in this case providing the 

letter of introduction supporting our request to use the 
university’s webinar license

The users Tabor, _GDP_, Muenzi1958, User:12019, 
Buddy_Nath, and Free-Photos from pixabay.com; Spencer 
Selover, Amine M’Siouri, Maria Orlova and Jack Gittoes 
from pexels.com; King of Herrings and Bill Gracey from 
flickr.com; Tina Hester from pixy.org; and our very own 

Joe Long for use of background images in our show

Special Thanks


